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How to prepare corn
for accurate seed

LANCASTER - Of the
many field operations in-
volved with raising a crop,
planting is the most im-
portant because you live
with the results all season
long.

With the planting season
rapidly approaching, it is
timely to get the machines
ready to go before they GO.

Ittakes only a few minutes
to be sure. Good cropyield is
directly related to planter
function and it deserves
some inspection tune before
heading into the field. There
is only one opportunity to do
the jobright.

Planters of modem design
include basic features that
provide for accuracy, speed
and simplicity. Every
manufacturer has tried to
keep his planter simple in
design- be it a plate-type or
plateless or air-operated
machine.

“All planters are designed
to accurately put seed in the
ground,” says David Knopp,
Crop Production Manager
for International Har-
vester’s NortheastRegion.

“The operator needs a
basic understanding of his
planter function; and then,
be sure to give proper care to
the few critical areas of his
machine. This is the only
way to assure getting the
accurate performance that
was designed into it,” Knopp
said.

Inthe planting of any crop
there are three key problem
areas to consider, according
to Knopp: tire sizes and
pressure, seed openers, and
seed selection mechanism.

He discussed them oneat a
time starting with the tires.

Plant population will vary
depending upon your tire
size, tire pressure and soil
conditions that affect the

tires’ rotation; that is,
slippage, soft ground and
etc

Tire sizes and sprocket
settings must be coordinated
when calculating desired
plant populations.

In fact, the tires take such
a critical part m deter-
mining population that some
manufacturers are putting
tires on planters at the
factory level to assure
proper coordination with
charts on the machines.

A simple solution to
calibrating your planter
tires to the population charts
requires a piece of rope
aboutthree feet long.

With your planter loaded
with seed and fertilizer and
ready-to-go to the field, wrap
the piece of rope laterally
around a planter tire
through the wheel run
opening so that it makes a
ground mark with each
forward revolution, Knopp
said.

If your chart guide is
based on a tire size that
travels 86 inches with each
revolution, and you fmd the
distance between the rope
marks is 90 inches for
example, your field will be
underpopulatedwith seed.

To determine what your
population is going to be
simply divide the desired 86
inches of travel by the 90
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drop
inches of travel that your
tire is making and multiply
this by the desired
population.

In this example, 26,000, the
equation reads 86 x 26,000
90 = 24,844 actual plants per
acre. The key factor is 86
over 90 or .955% of your
desired population.

This is approximately five
percent less than desired or
some 1200plants.

By referring to your plant
population chart you will
find a sprocket setting that is
close to five percent higher
(27,000 to 27,500) and using
this new settingyou will then
know that you are planting
at five percent less than this
figure or close to 26,000
plants per acre that you
desire.
If you then find that your

population rate is still off;
then there is a more com-
plicated problem elsewhere
in the system. But first,
make the tire revolution
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measurement with your
planter fully loaded as this
will more than likely
establish the correct setting
foryou.

One such calibration of the
planter drive wheels to the
charts should suffice for the
planting of that entire crop.

The seed openers, whether
runners or double disk,
should be checked carefully
for wear, obstructions, and
proper function.

This is a very critical area
which determines the proper

•placement of the seed in the
row, and any stoppage or
malfunction has a direct
effect upon the desired plant
population. Checking and
corrections shouldbe made.

The third critical area of
all planters is the seed
mechanism, according to
Knopp. It should be checked
for worn and broken parts
and determined that all
parts are functioning
properly.
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At Farm Credit, we have money for broiler houses, pole barns, metal buildings, storage tanks,
equipment sheds whatever kind of building your growing pains demand And a Farm Credit
load gives you more than just the moneyyou need
WE'LL HELP WITH LOW RATES

Look around Check prevailing interest rates Then check in at your Farm Credit office If you
shop for your farm building loan as carefully as you shop for your farm building, we think you’ll
see the advantage of a Farm Credit loan

’ YOUR PAYMENTS WILL FIT YOUR INCOME PATTERN
At Farm Credit, we always try to schedule your payments around your peak income periods

So you pay us when your crops or livestock pay you
LET’S TALK YOUR PLACE OR OURS

You'll always get prompt attention at your Farm Credit office And if you’re too busy to make
the trip in, give us a call We’ll come to you Most of us were brought up on farms, and we know
how tough it is to break loose sometimes It all comes down to th is Whether you need money for
a building or any other farm-related need, chances are, Farm Credit can help Drop by or give us
a call You’ll find that we're your kind of people

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
YOUR LOCAL COUNTY OFFICE.


